ORGANIZING SUCCESSFUL TOURNAMENTS ASSIGNMENT

Expectations:
Facilitation of Recreation & Leisure:
B2: demonstrate the ability to plan and coordinate an event related to healthy, active living
Leadership:
A2: demonstrate leadership skills in a variety of contexts related to healthy, active living;
A3: demonstrate an understanding of group dynamics, and apply teamwork skills in a variety of contexts related to healthy, active living

DETAILS:
-You will be working in groups of 4.
-You will have 1 period to prepare and will be assigned 1 period to demonstrate your designated tournament style.
-You will be graded out of 50 marks.

THE NOTE: (25 marks)
-You must provide a typed note to be photocopied for the class which includes the following.

FRONT:
-Style of tournament
-Rules of the tournament
-Advantages of this type
-Disadvantages of this type
-Examples of where you would use this type.
-How final placements are found / determined
-Names of group members

BACK:
Copy of your tournament demonstration setup for each class member to fill in and follow along.

THE DEMONSTRATION: (25 marks)
-You must setup a tournament based on the style given to you (on back of handout).
-You must have a master copy (Large) to work through the tournament on.
-You must teach the class all the above details from the note while moving them through your tournament.
-You must make sure that each student fills out their bracket and understands how to set up and run your type of tournament for a test that will follow.
GROUPS:

A SINGLE ELIMINATION TOURNAMENT
* Nine or Ten team tournament
  (-Show a basic eight team tournament)
  -Set up 9 or 10 team tournament
    -Explain how to seed
    -Explain the use of byes

B ROUND ROBIN TOURNAMENT
*Six team round robin
  -Explain how you scheduled
  -Explain the tie break methods

C DOUBLE SPLIT ROUND ROBIN
*Eight team tournament
  -Explain how to schedule/seed the round robins
  -Explain how to work the crossover

D MULTY LEVEL (CONSOLATION) TOURNAMENT
* Eight team tournament.
  -Each team must play 3 games
  -Show finished ranks

E EXTENDED TOURNAMENTS
*_________ team tournament
  -Crown or ladder (show both, organize 1)
  -Explain all rules
  -Explain how to determine winner